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Abstract— Energy-efficient forwarding becomes impor-
tant if resources and battery lifetime are limited such as in
Wireless Sensor Networks. Although widely used, simple
hop-based forwarding along a path from one node towards
a sink can be very inefficient in terms of delivery rate as
well as energy efficiency, especially in lossy environments.
We will show that just minimizing the expected number of
transmissions within the network is not always the most ef-
ficient forwarding strategy. Using a realistic link loss model,
we derive two new forwarding schemes named Single-Link
and Multi-Link Energy-Efficient Forwarding that trade off
delivery rate and energy costs best by maximizing energy
efficiency. Multi-Link Forwarding further benefits from ad-
dressing multiple receivers during packet forwarding, in-
stead of a single one. By mathematical analyses, extensive
simulations, and experimental experiments we contrast the
performance of our approaches against a comprehensive
framework of different forwarding strategies.
I. INTRODUCTION
Many recent experimental studies have shown that, es-
pecially in the field of Sensor Networks where low-power
radios are employed, wireless communication is far away
from perfect packet reception within the communication
range [1], [2], [3], [4]. That is, communication models
widely used in simulations that correspond to binary links
experiencing either no or full loss are not realistic. Instead
of modeling only a connected and disconnected region,
more realistic link loss models introduce a transitional re-
gion with widely varying degrees of packet loss [5], [6],
[7]: Although for a sender-receiver pair the packet recep-
tion tends to decrease with distance, there might be some
cases where more distant nodes may have smaller loss
than nearby nodes.
The existence of a transitional region is critical for
packet forwarding strategies since it determines how
much energy has to be spent for successful packet deliv-
ery. In terms of energy, it might be more efficient to estab-
lish longer paths experiencing low loss instead of shorter
ones with poor link qualities where many retransmissions
might occur [8], [9], [6]. In this way, overall packet trans-
missions can be kept to a minimum even if the forwarding
path is longer.
For one-to-many communication where sensor nodes
report data to one single sink node, many routing algo-
rithms use distance-based forwarding, where the number
of hops serves as a distance metric [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14]. However, since connectivity between nodes depends
on link quality, it is not clear which neighbor should for-
ward packets towards the sink to achieve optimal energy
efficiency. If each node simply selects the node with the
lowest hop counter, it is likely that the end-to-end path
will exhibit high packet losses leading to poor efficiency
due to many retransmissions.
Several experimental studies have explored this prob-
lem with different routing schemes [8], [9], [6], [3]. How-
ever, most work focuses on minimizing the expected num-
ber of transmissions or tries to maximize end-to-end de-
livery. In this paper, we will focus more on energy ef-
ficiency to find the best trade-off between delivery rate
and required energy. By mathematical analyses and ex-
tensive simulations, we investigate a broad framework
of distance-vector-based forwarding strategies. Further-
more, we propose two new forwarding schemes namely
Single-Link Energy-Efficient Forwarding and Multi-Link
Energy-Efficient Forwarding.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
first outline related work. Section III describes the link
loss model that is used for simulations. It also gives infor-
mation about assumptions made in this paper and perfor-
mance metrics we focus on. Section IV provides an anal-
ysis of two simple forwarding schemes that we will call
Hop-based and PRR-based Forwarding. By blacklisting
bad nodes, we will explore to what degree such strategies
can be improved. In Section V, we present Single-Link
and Multi-Link Energy-Efficient Forwarding. We will
give a comprehensive mathematical analysis for packet
forwarding with infinite and finite retransmissions. In that
way, we will derive a forwarding strategy that trades off
delivery rate and energy costs best by maximizing energy
2efficiency. Using extensive simulations, we will compare
the performance of all forwarding strategies in Section VI.
Real-world experiments are presented in Section VII. Fi-
nally, Section VIII gives conclusions and describes future
directions.
II. RELATED WORK
Several routing protocols for sensor networks concen-
trate on energy-related issues - since it is surely most
challenging and important [15], [16]. For many-to-one
communication with multiple data-reporting nodes and
one sink node, protocols like Directed Diffusion [10] use
distance-vector based routing. First, the sink node propa-
gates an ‘interest’ or ‘advertisement’ throughout the net-
work. By assigning each node a hop counter, reverse
paths are established that are later used for data report-
ing towards the sink. Such an initialization phase of es-
tablishing reverse-paths is also used in many other pro-
tocols [17], [11], [12], [14]. In order to not burn out a
nodes’ energy along the shortest path, many approaches
attempt to improve energy balancing among all forward-
ing nodes [18], [13], [19]. GBR [13] improves Di-
rected Diffusion by uniformly balancing traffic through-
out the network using data aggregation and traffic spread-
ing. Shah et al. [19] propose an energy aware routing
scheme that employs a probability function based on en-
ergy consumption of different routing paths. Other energy
aware routing schemes are analyzed by Gan et al. in [18].
However, experimental studies have shown that packet
loss is not uniformly distributed over distance; losses also
occur for nearby nodes, and a significant amount of links
are asymmetric [1], [6], [4], [20], [7]. Due to this, simula-
tion results of many routing protocols could not be verified
in reality. In this paper, we will analyze the initialization
phase of establishing reverse paths for many-to-one com-
munication in consideration of delivery rate and energy
efficiency for such lossy environments. Techniques for
energy balancing throughout the network are orthogonal
and beyond the scope of our work.
There are many attempts to improve fault tolerance
through robustness by multipath routing [21], [14]. Gane-
san et al. [21] propose partially disjoint multipath rout-
ing schemes, they call them “braided multipath”. For
this, they study the energy-robustness tradeoff compared
to complete disjoint multipath routing schemes. Ye et al.
propose Gradient Broadcast (GRAB) [14] where packets
travel towards the sink by descending a cost path. Costs
are defined as the minimum energy overhead to forward
packets to the sink along a previously established path.
Nodes close to the sink have smaller costs than far away
ones. All nodes receiving a packet with smaller cost will
participate in packet forwarding. Since multiple paths
with decreasing costs exist, GRAB is quite robust and re-
liable with respect to data delivery. However, multipath
forwarding comes at the expense of high energy consump-
tion. We will tackle robustness by multi-link forwarding.
Unlike addressing a specific node for forwarding, pack-
ets are broadcast to many potential forwarders (which we
will call a forwarder set). This way, it is more likely that
one of these nodes will receive the packet correctly, thus
avoiding unnecessary retransmissions. However, in or-
der to conserve energy, only one node among all potential
nodes will eventually forward the packet.
In [9], Seada et al. propose energy-efficient forwarding
strategies for geographic routing by studying the effects
of lossy environments. They focus on greedy forward-
ing where each node tries to forward packets to nodes
that are closest to the sink with respect to geographic dis-
tance. Such maximum-distance greedy forwarding tech-
niques work well under ideal conditions but poorly in re-
alistic environments. It turns out that many packets are
transmitted on lossy links leading to bad end-to-end de-
livery rates with high energy costs. Seada et al. therefore
suggest a packet reception rate times distance metric that
achieves optimal results by balancing longer, lossy links
and shorter, high quality links. In contrast, our work stud-
ies energy-efficient forwarding for non-geographic rout-
ing without requiring nodes to be location-aware.
Yarvis et al. [3] have performed real-world experiments
for large scale sensor networks and evaluated the perfor-
mance of Destination-Sequenced Distance Vector Rout-
ing (DSDV) in reality. They also propose quality-based
routing, a forwarding scheme that attempts to maximize
end-to-end delivery rates by measuring the reception rates
on each link. As a result, links experiencing poor recep-
tion quality are avoided; thus packet loss decreases. How-
ever, since maximizing end-to-end delivery tends to prefer
shorter but high-quality links, the path lengths counted in
hops increase significantly.
In [2], De Couto et al. analyze the throughput of min-
imum hop count distance-vector based routing protocols
and observe significant losses in overall end-to-end packet
delivery. Since minimizing hop counters maximizes trav-
eled distance per hop and in the same way minimizes
delivery rate, traditional routing protocols like Dynamic
Source Routing (DSR) and DSDV perform poorly. In [8],
the authors extend their previous work and propose a
minimum transmission metric that is approximated by
1
forward link quality × 1backward link quality , incorporating
packet reception rates and link asymmetry.
Like De Couto et al., Woo et al. focus on the Minimum
Transmission (MT) metric [6]. They present experimen-
tal studies for forwarding schemes like Shortest Path For-
3warding, MT Forwarding, and techniques used in DSR
and DSDV. However, as we will show in Section V, min-
imizing the expected number of total transmissions might
not result in the most energy-efficient forwarding strategy.
Unlike minimizing the expected number of transmissions,
we will concentrate on maximizing energy efficiency as
the ratio of delivery rate and energy costs. Furthermore,
we will extend packet forwarding by taking multiple for-
warding links into account, i.e., a packet is not sent to one
single but to multiple forwarders at the same time. In this
way, delivery rate as well as energy efficiency are further
improved.
III. MODEL, ASSUMPTIONS, AND METRICS
The model that is used both in our analyses and sim-
ulations captures the packet reception rate (PRR) on a
link between two nodes as follows. Below a distance
D1, nodes exhibit full connectivity, i.e., PRR is equal to
1. Nodes are disconnected if they are at least distance
D2 away from each other. In the transitional region be-
tween D1 and D2, the expected reception rate decreases
smoothly with some variation. We model this behavior as
PRR(d) =

1 d < D1[
d−D1
D2−D1 +X
]1
0
D1 ≤ d ≤ D2
0 d > D2
(1)
with [·]ba = max{a,min{b, ·}} and X ∼ N(0, σ) be a
Gaussian variable with variance σ2. Samples of this link
loss model are shown in Figure 1 for parametersD1 = 10,
D2 = 30, and σ = 0.3.
The existence of a connected, transitional, and discon-
nected region could be verified in reality [1], [6], [4], [7].
While the reception rates within the connected resp. dis-
connected region exhibit no variation, the variation might
be quite high in the transitional region. Although it is
likely that the reception rate decreases smoothly with in-
creasing distance between a pair of neighbor nodes, there
might be nearby nodes in the network which experience
bad links whereas some distant nodes have good links.
For both our analyses and simulations we assume that
nodes are uniformly distributed over a 200× 200m field
with a maximum radio range of 30 m. The network is
stationary without mobility. We consider two nodes to be
neighbors if the packet reception rate is at least 1%. Fur-
thermore, we assume that each node already knows the
reception rate of all its neighbors, e.g., through packet
reception measurements. Link estimators, as analyzed
in [6], could be used to provide this information.
We will consider many-to-one communication with one
sink and several sensor nodes reporting data to the sink.
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Fig. 1. Samples of the Link Loss Model used in both Analyses and
Simulation (µ = 0, σ = 0.3)
MAC related issues are beyond the scope if this paper, but
nodes not participating in packet reception should be able
to turn their communication radio off to save energy. For
each packet transmission, the required energy could then
be calculated as
e = etx + n · erx + (N − n) · ehrx (2)
where etx and erx are the amount of energy for packet
transmission resp. receiving, n the number of addressed
receivers, and N the number of neighbors in communi-
cation range. ehrx quantifies the amount of energy re-
quired only for decoding the packet header. We assume
that nodes who are not receivers of a packet will turn their
radios off as soon as they have heard the header. Accord-
ing to the sensor board hardware, we set erx = 0.375 and
etx = 1 (see Table I in Section VII-A).
In the following, we are interested in two metrics,
namely delivery rate and energy efficiency. The delivery
rate Er quantifies the fraction of packets that originate at
a source node and are properly received at the sink. Since
each forwarding node consumes a certain amount of en-
ergy for packet reception and transmission, the energy ef-
ficiencyEeff quantifies the ratio between delivery rateEr
and consumed network energy Ee. That is, the energy ef-
ficiency of a single node regarding packet forwarding to-
wards the sink can be calculated by
Eeff =
Er
Ee
=
Er
t · e (3)
where t denotes the average number of packet transmis-
sions required to finally reach the sink and e is the corre-
sponding energy.
IV. ANALYSIS OF HOP- AND PRR-BASED
FORWARDING STRATEGIES
A. Hop-based Forwarding
In order to find a path from a source node to a des-
tination node, a widely used method is establishing the
4reverse path using a hop counter as the distance metric.
Afterwards, all packets are forwarded along the path with
decreasing hop counters. However, especially in the field
of Sensor Networks where low-power radios are used,
nodes might have many neighbors with lossy links. Tra-
ditional hop-based forwarding algorithms select the node
with minimal hop counter as the forwarder, neglecting
link qualities. Since it is likely that the node with the mini-
mum hop counter is far away, many retransmissions might
be necessary, consuming much energy. Thus, the energy
efficiency will be low.
One possibility to overcome this problem is to black-
list bad nodes with respect to the packet reception rate
from becoming forwarders. In this way, nodes experienc-
ing high packet losses are no longer considered neighbors.
However, finding the best blacklisting threshold might
be difficult since it depends on environmental conditions,
node density, link qualities, network congestion, etc. How
the delivery rate and energy efficiency behave vs. different
blacklisting thresholds is depicted in Figure 2.
For different node densities (number of nodes per ra-
dio range) we performed 100 simulation runs using the
link loss model described in Section III. Among a node’s
neighbors, i.e., nodes with a reception rate that is equal
to the blacklisting threshold or greater, the node with the
best hop counter is selected as the forwarder. In case of
equal hop counters, the one with the highest reception rate
is selected.
Figure 2(a) shows the delivery rate vs. different black-
listing thresholds averaged over all nodes in the network.
It is assumed that at most three retransmissions (R = 3)
may be used to finally deliver a packet. Without black-
listing nodes, the delivery rate is quite low and indepen-
dent of the node density. Many nodes select forwarders
that have poor links, leading to bad packet delivery. By
blacklisting such nodes, the delivery rate increases up to
a point where blacklisting becomes no longer favorable.
Especially for low node densities, blacklisting too many
nodes might finally lead to disconnections since no poten-
tial forwarding node remains.
Energy efficiency is influenced in the same way. As de-
picted in Figure 2(b), high delivery rates do not always
lead to a high energy efficiency. For example, in case
of high node densities, even blacklisting 95% of adjacent
nodes causes few disconnections achieving high delivery
rates at the same time. However, in terms of energy effi-
ciency, blacklisting fewer nodes would achieve better re-
sults. By increasing the blacklisting threshold, forward-
ing paths are getting longer, and more energy is needed to
deliver packets to the sink. Thus, the efficiency of these
paths degrades.
B. PRR-based Forwarding
In PRR-based forwarding, nodes select forwarders ac-
cording to their distance (hop counter) and link quality
which is expressed by the Packet Reception Rate (PRR).
By minimizing hopsPRR , the best forwarding node is selected.
The idea behind this metric is to downgrade neighbors
with low hop counters and poor links. Thus we hope
to minimize the influence of blacklisting on the forward-
ing performance since nodes having poor links are only
considered last but are not blocked. Thus, disconnec-
tions caused by blacklisting too many nodes might be pre-
vented. However, it could nevertheless help to improve
the delivery rate since very bad links are avoided indepen-
dent of assigned hop counters.
The effects of neighbor blacklisting on the delivery rate
and energy efficiency are shown in Figure 3. For low node
densities, blacklisting leads to worse results as compared
to not doing so due to more network disconnections. For
higher densities, delivery rates can be improved slightly.
However, the improvements are marginal. Regarding en-
ergy efficiency, blacklisting shows no significant improve-
ments at all (see Figure 3(b)). As stated before, in most
cases it just produces network partitions.
Comparing Hop-based Forwarding and PRR-based
Forwarding shows that both strategies could nearly
achieve the same results, except for the low density case
where PRR-based Forwarding performs better. However,
the fact that PRR-based Forwarding does not significantly
benefit from blacklisting nodes turns it into a very practi-
cal alternative since the main problem of Hop-based For-
warding is the right choice of the blacklisting threshold.
V. ENERGY-EFFICIENT FORWARDING
Energy Efficient Forwarding (EEF) aims at finding the
most energy-efficient forwarding path in the network. By
examining each of a node’s neighbors, the node that max-
imizes Eeff is selected as the forwarder. In contrast to
the previous proposed forwarding strategies, we will now
take end-to-end reception rate and energy into account.
Moreover, we consider multi-link forwarding in con-
trast to single-link forwarding where packets are always
transmitted to only one forwarder. In multi-link forward-
ing, the idea is to exploit the broadcast characteristics of
the wireless communication channel. That is, a node first
determines a set of potential forwarders, the forwarding
set. It then broadcasts its data packet to the entire for-
warding set. Among all nodes that received the packet
correctly, the best forwarder is selected.
Sending data packets to more than one forwarding node
will surely increase delivery rate, but will also consume
more network energy since more nodes must receive a
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Fig. 2. Hop-based Forwarding with Different Blacklisting Thresholds (R = 3)
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Fig. 3. PRR-based Forwarding with Different Blacklisting Thresholds (R = 3)
packet. Deciding which node should participate in the for-
warding set is the task of the forwarding strategy. In the
following section we will analyze both forwarding strate-
gies concerning two cases: Sending packets with infinite
retransmissions which will finally deliver all packets to
the sink (assuming both nodes are connected), and send-
ing packets with at most R retransmissions.
A. Analysis of the Infinite Retransmission Case
Although not realistic, we first analyze the infinite re-
transmission case, i.e., a node repeats sending a data
packet to its forwarding node (or forwarding set) until the
forwarder’s acknowledgement is received. The acknowl-
edgement can either be sent explicitly or implicitly by
piggy-backing with the next forwarder’s data packet.
Since infinite retransmissions are used, the delivery rate
is finally 100%. That is, maximizingEeff is equal to min-
imizing the energy consumed Ee, i.e., Eeff = E−1e . For
the single-link forwarding case, the required energy is cal-
culated as
Ee = (1− ai)(Eie + b) + ai(b+ Ee)
⇒ Ee = Eie +
b
1− ai (4)
with ai = 1− prri, b = etx + erx, Eie being the required
energy of forwarding node i to reach the sink and prri
being the packet reception rate on node i’s link.
Extending this calculation to multi-link forwarding
with a forwarding set of size n and a potential forward-
ing node i leads to
Ee =
n∑
i=1
ai−1prri(Eie + b) + an(b+Ee)
=
∑n
i=1 ai−1prri(E
i
e + b) + anb
1− an (5)
with ai =
∏i
j=1(1− prrj) and b = etx + nerx.
It is now interesting to analyze for which link qualities
selecting more than one forwarding node would be most
efficient. Let us assume there are n nodes with reception
rate p in the neighborhood. Furthermore, all nodes require
the same amount of energy for packet delivery, i.e., with-
out loss of generality, Eie = 0. Normalizing erx to etx,
i.e., etx = 1, leads to Ee = etx+nerx1−(1−p)n .
Figure 4 plots Ee vs. PRR and the number of potential
forwarding nodes for erx = 0.375. With decreasing link
quality, selecting more forwarding nodes becomes more
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efficient in spite of additional receiving costs. The optimal
number of forwarding nodes n∗ is calculated by solving
∂Ee(p, n)
∂n
= 0. (6)
It is shown in Figure 5 for different reception rates and
reception costs. While for optimal link qualities with
p = 1 just one forwarder is selected, more nodes be-
come forwarders for decreasing link qualities and recep-
tion costs erx. Thus, multi-link forwarding might be ad-
vantageous in situations where nodes are poorly linked,
even in case of high reception costs.
B. Analysis of the Finite Retransmission Case
In the finite retransmission case, each node is allowed
to use up to R retransmissions to successfully deliver a
data packet to its forwarding node. In the single-link case
without retransmissions, the end-to-end delivery rate from
a source node to the sink is
Er =
∏
k∈φ,
k 6=sink
prrk,k+1 (7)
where φ is the path from source to sink and prrk,k+1 is
the packet reception rate between node k and its forwarder
k + 1.
Allowing up to R retransmissions, the deliver rate
changes to
Er =
∏
k∈φ,
k 6=sink
(
1− (1− prrk,k+1)R+1
)
. (8)
The required energy can be calculated from
Eˆ1e = prri(E
i
e + b) + a(b+ Eˆ
2
e )
... (9)
EˆR+1e = prri(E
i
e + b) + ab
⇒ Ee = EˆR+1e =
(
prri(Eie + b) + ab
) (
1− aR+1)
1− a
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with a = (1 − prri), b = etx + erx, prri the packet
reception rate of forwarder i and Eie its energy costs.
In the same way, Equation 8 can be expressed with Eir
being the delivery rate of forwarder i:
Er =
prriE
i
r(1− aR+1)
1− a . (10)
Thus, the energy efficiency for the R-retransmission
case is
Eeff =
prriE
i
r
prri(Eie + b) + ab
(11)
For b = 1, minimizingEe in Equation 9 yields the Min-
imizing Transmission (MT) forwarding scheme. As we
can see, maximizing Eeff need not lead to the same for-
warding path as minimizing Ee. We will show this fact in
the next section also by means of simulations.
Analog to the analysis done so far, we can extend our
calculations to the multi-link case. Again, assume a for-
warding set of size n. Then, the required energy is
Eˆ1e =
n∑
i=1
ai−1prri(Eie + b) + an(b+ Eˆ
2
e )
... (12)
EˆR+1e =
n∑
i=1
ai−1prri(Eie + b) + anb
⇒ Ee =
(∑n
i=1 ai−1prri(E
i
e + b) + anb
) (
1− aR+1n
)
1− an
with ai =
∏i
j=1(1− prrj) and b = etx + nerx.
In the same way, we get
Er =
(∑n
i=1 ai−1prriE
i
r
) (
1− aR+1n
)
1− an (13)
which leads to
Eeff =
∑n
i=1 ai−1prriE
i
r∑n
i=1 ai−1prri(Eie + b) + anb
. (14)
7VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
With the mathematical analyses done in the previous
section, we are now able to investigate how the different
forwarding schemes. We have implemented a comprehen-
sive framework of forwarding strategies consisting of the
following algorithms:
• Multi-Link EEF Multi-Link Energy-Efficient For-
warding attempts to maximize the energy efficiency
Eeff by examining more than one potential forward-
ing neighbor. Unlike the following forwarding strate-
gies, it computes a forwarding set of potential for-
warders. Even if only one node will forward a packet
later, Multi-Link EEF exploits the broadcast charac-
teristics of the wireless medium. Taking more than
one forwarding node into account might increase de-
livery rates since more nodes take part in packet for-
warding but might also consume more energy. How-
ever, by maximizing energy efficiency, this trade-off
will be considered appropriately.
• Single-Link EEF Single-Link Energy-Efficient For-
warding is similar to Multi-Link EEF except the fact
that just one forwarding node and not a set of poten-
tial forwarders is considered.
• MT Minimizing Transmissions attempts to minimize
the overall packet transmissions along the source-to-
sink path. Minimizing the number of transmissions
is equal to minimizing Ee with constant etx and erx
and R = ∞. However, since it does not consider
the deliver rate explicitly, it might not be the most
energy-efficient forwarding strategy for R 6=∞.
• PRR-based Forwarding tries to minimize hopsprr as a
trade-off between link quality and distance. Since
blacklisting neighbors has just a slight impact on
the delivery rate and energy efficiency, we will only
show the results for the optimal case.
• Er-based Forwarding focuses on the end-to-end
delivery rate and attempts to maximize Er. It is
therefore expected to achieve the best delivery rates
among all single-link forwarding strategies.
• Hop-based Forwarding This forwarding strategy is
primary just hop-based, i.e., the node with the lowest
hop counter becomes forwarder. In the case of equal
hop counters, the node with the best reception rate is
selected.
• Optimal Hop-based Forwarding works like simple
Hop-based Forwarding but it does blacklist nodes.
The blacklisting threshold is optimized such that en-
ergy efficiency is maximized. Thus, it gives a the-
oretically upper bound for simple Hop-based For-
warding.
For both performance metrics delivery rate Er and en-
ergy efficiency Eeff , we will explore the influence of
node density, network congestion, number of retransmis-
sions, and receiving energy costs in the following sections.
All points in the graphs were averaged over 100 simula-
tion runs.
A. Node Density
First we will investigate different node densities vary-
ing from 10 to 50 nodes per communication range. Fig-
ure 6 depicts the impact of node density on the deliv-
ery rate. As expected, among all single-link forwarding
strategies, Er-based Forwarding performs best and gives
an upper bound for achievable delivery rate in spite of
possible disconnections. Simple Hop-based Forwarding
shows poor performance because no blacklisting is ap-
plied. Thus, many lossy links are used leading to bad
delivery rates, as we have seen in Section IV-A. Improv-
ing Hop-based Forwarding by blacklisting achieves sig-
nificantly better results but is still outperformed by PRR-
based Forwarding. Although it does not consider end-to-
end delivery, it better trades off link quality and number
of hops. PRR-based Forwarding also performs better than
MT, Single-Link and Multi-Link EEF that rather concen-
trate on transmission costs and efficiency than just on de-
livery rate.
However, Single-Link and Multi-Link EEF show
promising results. Both perform better than MT. That is,
both forwarding strategies are still able to find sufficient
paths to the sink although they fully concentrate on en-
ergy efficiency. Since Multi-Link EEF exploits broadcast-
ing data packets to an entire forwarding set (instead of
a single forwarder), it could further improve the delivery
rates achieved by Single-Link EEF.
Concerning energy efficiency as shown in Figure 6(b),
Multi-Link EEF shows the best results, followed by
Single-Link EEF and MT. Again, we can observe that se-
lecting more than one forwarding node might be beneficial
even if more energy is spent for packet reception. Further-
more, Figure 6(b) shows that just minimizing the number
of transmissions in the network does not lead to the most
energy-efficient forwarding strategy even if only single-
link forwarders are taken into account.
Simple Hop-based Forwarding performs worst again.
Also Er-based Forwarding shows energy inefficiency, al-
though it achieves the highest delivery rates. Thus, for-
warding paths in simple Hop-based Forwarding and Er-
based Forwarding are very expensive in terms of energy
and the number of transmissions. The performance of
PRR-based and Optimal Hop-based Forwarding with re-
spect to energy efficiency is quite the same. However,
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Fig. 6. Influence of Node Density on Delivery Rate and Energy Efficiency (R = 0)
PRR-based Forwarding could achieve better delivery rates
and does not require an optimal blacklisting threshold as
Hop-based Forwarding.
Altogether, increasing node density enables better links
achieving higher delivery rates and energy efficiency.
Only for simple Hop-based Forwarding, higher densities
show little effects. Since link qualities are not consid-
ered until two forwarders have the same hop counter, in
most cases the best forwarder in terms of hops exhibits
the poorest link quality independent of node density.
B. Network Congestion
In this section, we will perform simulations focusing on
network congestion. Since most of the Link Loss Mod-
els received from practical measurements [5], [7] capture
just the link loss within a non-congested network (as our
model in Section III), i.e., without interfering transmis-
sions from other nodes, we extend our model by introduc-
ing a contention probability ρ. Given probability ρ, the
probability of receiving a packet correctly over a link i is
then prri(1− ρ) where prri is the link’s packet reception
rate obtained from the Link Loss Model.
Since in reality, nodes measuring reception rates on
links will not distinguish between losses due to conges-
tion or poor link conditions, they will estimate the overall
probability of reception [6]. Thus, for our simulations we
assume that ρ and consequently prri(1 − ρ) is known to
all nodes. Since we are mainly interested in the impact of
congestion on forwarding performance, we again neglect
measurement errors as in the last sections.
We use a node density of 20 neighbors with three re-
transmissions that are employed to compensate increas-
ing network congestion. Varying the contention proba-
bility from 0 to 1, Figure 7(a) depicts the impact on de-
livery rate. While Er-based Forwarding performs best for
low congested networks, it is outperformed by Multi-Link
EEF for moderately and heavily congested networks. That
is due to the fact that with increasing congestion, over-
all reception rates decreases such that sending packets to
more than one forwarder becomes more efficient. Thus,
higher end-to-end delivery rates are possible with multi-
link forwarding rather than single-link strategies. How-
ever, in both cases the overall delivery rate decreases if
the network becomes more congested.
Concerning energy efficiency, Multi-Link EEF again
achieves the best results among all forwarding strategies
(see Figure 7(b)), followed by Single-Link EEF, MT, Op-
timal Hop-based Forwarding, and PRR-based Forward-
ing. Due to retransmissions, the energy efficiency for
ρ = 0 is higher than in Figure 6(b). We will see in the next
section how the number of retransmissions influences the
delivery rate and energy efficiency.
C. Packet Retransmissions
With increasing retransmissions, the packet reception
rate on links increases, too. That is, for R → ∞, we
get Er → ∞. If we take a look at the energy costs, Ee
converges against the ∞-retransmission case analyzed in
Section V-A. However, the energy efficiency as the ra-
tio of delivery rate and energy costs seems to be indepen-
dent from R, i.e., Equation 11 resp. 14 show no direct
dependency on R. Therefore, we would expect that with
increasing R, the delivery rate for all forwarding strate-
gies increases whereas the energy efficiency remains un-
affected.
In Figure 8(a), the delivery rate vs. number of retrans-
missions is plotted. We simulated retransmissions rang-
ing from 0 to 5, and in addition the ∞-retransmission
case. Furthermore, we set a network congestion factor of
ρ = 0.2 so that we can better observe the performance in-
crease for different retransmissions and forwarding strate-
gies. As expected, increasing the number of retransmis-
sions improves the delivery rate considerably. Except for
simple Hop-based Forwarding, all forwarding strategies
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Fig. 7. Influence of Different Contention Probabilities on Delivery Rate and Energy Efficiency (Density = 20, R = 3)
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Fig. 8. Influence of Retransmissions on Delivery Rate and Energy Efficiency (Density = 20, ρ = 0.2)
achieve delivery rates above 80% for at most three retrans-
missions. Moreover, we can conclude that more than five
retransmissions only slightly improves the delivery rate.
Figure 8(b) depicts the energy efficiency vs. number of
retransmissions and shows that the energy efficiency re-
mains not constant with increasing R. That is, Eeff is ap-
parently not independent of R. Equations 11 and 14 show
how the delivery rate Eir and energy costs E
i
e of forward-
ing node i influence the energy efficiency. Since both Eir
and Eie depend on R (see Equations 10+13 resp. 9+12),
Eeff is effected by it indirectly, too. Thus, the energy
efficiency changes with increasing R.
Except for Er-based Forwarding, the energy efficiency
improves with increasing R because of significant in-
creases in the deliver rate. However, more than five re-
transmissions could only improve the energy efficiency of
simple Hop-based Forwarding significantly. That is due to
the fact that for all other forwarding strategies, the deliv-
ery rate already reaches almost 100%. Thus, a higher up-
per bound does not further affect forwarding paths since
more retransmissions are not required in the majority of
cases. In contrast to this behavior, the energy efficiency
forEr-based Forwarding decreases. Since this strategy al-
ways selects nodes with the best delivery rates, increasing
the number of retransmissions also increases the number
of potential forwarders. Thus, due to better delivery rates,
longer paths are taken into account, too. Because of these
paths the number of required transmissions increases dis-
proportionately, maximizingEr achieves the worst energy
efficiency.
D. Receiving Energy Costs
Receiving energy costs erx only affects Multi-Link
EEF since it exploits the broadcast characteristics of the
wireless medium in such a way that it sends data packets
to more than one neighbor, among which one forwarder
is selected afterwards. Thus, energy costs for receiving a
packet influences the efficiency of the forwarding strategy
and also the number of potential forwarders. But even for
quite high receiving costs, sending data packets to more
than one node might be advantageous because of higher
delivery rates, as we have seen in Section V-A.
It is therefore interesting how Single-Link and Multi-
Link EEF compete against each other for different receiv-
ing costs. Figure 9(a) shows the delivery rate vs. receiv-
ing energy costs erx (as a fraction of sending costs etx).
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Fig. 9. Influence of Receiving Energy Costs on Delivery Rate and Energy Efficiency (Density = 20, ρ = 0.2, R = 3)
Of course, all single-link forwarding strategies are not af-
fected since forwarding paths are not changed. However,
with decreasing erx it becomes more efficient to exploit
the possibility of more potential forwarders. Thus, Multi-
Link EEF could increases the end-to-end delivery. On the
other hand, for high erx values, the delivery rate decreases
almost to the rate achieved by Single-Link EEF which is
always a lower bound. So in this case, Multi-Link EEF
mostly reduces its forwarding set to only one forwarder.
However, some cases remain in which nodes exhibit very
poor links, such that the delivery rate could be improved
by using a multi-link forwarding strategy.
Inspecting the energy efficiency that is depicted in Fig-
ure 9(b) leads to the same conclusion. Low energy costs
for receiving packets prefer forwarding strategies that
broadcast to a potential forwarder set instead of a single
forwarder. While the delivery rate could be improved in
any case, the energy efficiency will also increase due to
better packet delivery and fewer retransmissions.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
A. The Embedded Sensor Board
For our experimental evaluation we used the Embed-
ded Sensor Board (ESB) developed by the Free University
Berlin [22]. The ESB runs at 8MHz and contains 64kB
of memory. Most of the 64kB are implemented as flash
memory which will contain the software and all constant
data. The RAM occupies only 2kB, which is a fairly lim-
ited amount of space for dynamic data.
Table I shows typical energy consumptions for an ESB
sensor node. When a node operates in its basic mode (pro-
cessor and all sensors switched on), it consumes about
1500 times more energy than in sleep mode. Sending
can again double the amount of energy while receiving
increases it only by 1/3. So in order to save most of
the available energy, all nodes should switch to the sleep
PCL 12.0mA basic energy consumption
PTX 12.0mA energy consumed for sending
PRX 4.5mA energy consumed for receiving
PSL 0.008mA total energy needed in sleep mode
TABLE I
TYPICAL ENERGY CONSUMPTIONS FOR THE ESB SENSOR NODES
mode whenever possible.1 According to Table I, the re-
ceiving costs can then be expressed by erx = 0.375, nor-
malized with respect to etx = 1.
For wireless communication, a TR1001 radio
transceiver is used. It sends at about 1mW in the
best case but can be powered down to zero in 100 steps.
The range depends heavily on the environment and can
range from several 100 meters outdoors to less than 100
meters. The data rate is 19,200 baud/s. However, since
each bit will be Manchester encoded, the effective data
rate is 9,600 bit/s only.
B. Experimental Setup
Figure 10 shows our testbed consisting of 20 sensor
nodes that were used for real-world experiments. While
one node acts as a sink (indicated by a green circle in Fig-
ure 10), all other nodes send data packets to this sink ac-
cording to the selected forwarding strategy. The transmis-
sion power was set to 12to limit the range of communica-
tion. With that setup, perfect as well as lossy links exist in
the network, while being fully connected.
In order to establish link loss estimates, each node first
sends out 100 ping packets while all other nodes are listen-
ing and log the number of properly received packets. To
provide a fair comparison among the different forwarding
1It should be kept in mind that the ratio between energy consumption
for sending and receiving can differ on other platforms. However, the
sleeping mode always requires the least amount of energy.
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Fig. 10. Experimental Testbed Consisting of 19 Data Gathering
Nodes and one Sink Node (indicated by the green circle)
strategies, the same set of loss estimates is used for all
strategies.
The forwarding tables are built up by a beaconing pro-
cess that continues until all forwarding paths are stable.
Beacons contain a node’s neighbortable (node identifier
and directed link quality) and the currently best forward-
ing settings, e.g., Eeff for Multi-Link EEF or the hop
counter for Hop-based Forwarding. As an example, Fig-
ure 11 shows the forwarding paths for the Multi-Link EEF
strategy.
Once the beaconing process is finished, each node
sends 25 data packets with a size of 64 bytes every three
seconds to the sink node. The number of retransmissions
was set to three. The forwarding is done according to the
strategy that should be evaluated. In order to compute
the node’s energy efficiency, all nodes being involved in
packet forwarding will log the number of received and
sent packets.
C. Results
Table II gives an overview of all experimental results.
For each forwarding strategy, a node’s average end-to-
end delivery rate Er, the required end-to-end energy Ee,
its energy efficiency Eeff , and the average number of
received and sent data packets required (rx and tx) are
given. Each experiment was repeated three times.
With an energy efficiency of 0.0056, Multi-Link EEF
achieves the best result, followed by the Single-Link EEF
and MT forwarding strategy. Even if the network was
limited in size, this gives us a proof-of-concept for our
energy-efficient forwarding schemes.
If we take a closer look at the number of sent and re-
ceived data packets, we can see how Single-Link EEF and
Multi-Link EEF differs from each other. As in Single-
Link EEF packets are addressed to just one forwarder, the
Fig. 11. Example of Forwarding Paths used in the Multi-Link EEF
Scheme
Strategy Er Ee Eeff tx rx
Multi-Link EEF 0.58 116.18 0.0056 97.73 49.20
Sinlg-Link EEF 0.60 118.37 0.0054 103.40 39.93
MT 0.57 125.58 0.0048 114.33 34.00
PRR-based 0.58 143.51 0.0046 122.93 54.87
Er-based 0.41 167.66 0.0026 145.73 58.47
Hop-based 0.26 105.75 0.0027 98.78 18.57
Simple Hop-based 0.18 114.43 0.0016 109.33 13.60
TABLE II
EVALUATION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT FORWARDING STRATEGIES
average number of received packets rx is lower than in
Multi-Link EEF. Concerning the number of sent packets
tx, Multi-Link EEF can benefit from its multi-link con-
cept and forward packets faster than Single-Link EEF.
However, in some cases this led to longer forwarding
paths, increasing the probability that packets get lost.
Actually, Er-based Forwarding should achieve the best
end-to-end delivery rates. However, although theoreti-
cally optimal, it suffers from longer forwarding paths in
practice. Since data packets are issued every three sec-
onds, it is possible that packets sometimes collide or for-
warding nodes get congested due to retransmissions and
rivaling packets. That is also expressed by the node’s
overall energy Ee required for packets to reach the sink,
which is the highest for Er-based Forwarding.
As expected, simple Hop-based Forwarding performs
worst since forwarders are selected independently to their
link quality and we did not implement any blacklisting
techniques.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes different forwarding strategies for
many-to-one communication with several sensor nodes
reporting data to one sink node. Considering two per-
formance metrics, delivery rate and energy efficiency, we
have analyzed the influence of the node density, the net-
work congestion, the number of provided retransmissions,
and the amount of energy required for packet receiving.
Focusing on energy efficiency, we have developed two
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forwarding strategies that perform best among a variety
of other forwarding schemes, especially the widely pro-
posed strategy of using a minimizing transmission metric.
We summarize the main contributions of the paper as fol-
lows:
• Proposal of two forwarding strategies that aim at
maximizing energy efficiency: Single-Link and
Multi-Link Energy-Efficient Forwarding.
• A mathematical derivation of optimal energy costs
and efficiency for both strategies.
• The concept of multi-link packet forwarding that fur-
ther improve the energy efficiency as compared to the
single-link scheme.
• Simulations that show the impact of different net-
work settings on delivery rate and energy effi-
ciency for a comprehensive framework of forwarding
schemes.
• Real-world experiments that provide a proof-of-
concept and indicate how forwarding schemes work
in practice.
For future work, we plan to extend Single-Link and
Multi-Link Energy-Efficient Forwarding by considering
the network lifetime, too. By taking the amount of re-
maining energy into account, that would prevent nodes
from using the same path permanently and increase the
lifetime of frequently used nodes.
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